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"a medium… develops step by step 
from the emergence of a novel 
technology and through the articulation 
of a specific media language and semiotic 
system to successfully establish an 
aesthetic vocabulary"

- Yvonne Spielmann
“Video: From Technology to Medium”



Text

Raymond
Williams

histories of  TV

"There was a very complex 
interaction between new needs 
and new inventions. at the level of 
primary production, of new 
applied industries (plating) and of 
new social needs which were 
themselves related to industrial 
development"

P. Farnsworth,1935



QUESTIONS

★ "liveness" as ideology
★ history of "liveness" and TV news
★ how is "liveness" produced through 

formal/visual codes?



ontology vs. ideology
Jane Feuer



ontology ideology

a theory about 
the essential 
nature of 
BEING

a system of 
IDEAS 

particular to a 
dominant group 

that seem 
natural, 

"common 
sense"



Text

ontology

in the beginning...

all television was "live"

time of event/recording = 
time of transmission/viewing



Text

?

in the beginning...

immediacy
spontaneity
authenticity
"realness"



Text

ideology

today...

TV is rarely "live"

a sense of "liveness" is 
carefully constructed
to preserve ideas about 
why TV is special



how does TV produce "liveness"?



Text

TV unity = family unity



"the counterpart of the fiction that the anchor in the image can 
address the television audience directly is the fiction that 

members of the public in the image cannot. Instead, members of 
the public are mediated by television itself as the only full subject."



history
TV as a "feminine" medium

(Spigel)



Textseparate spheres



Text

Spigel

domestic 
consumption

★ public/private
★ husband/wife
★ child/adult
★ unity/heirarchy
★ nature/machine



Text

domestic space

★ public/private
★ husband/wife
★ child/adult
★ unity/heirarchy
★ nature/machine



Text

domestic space



audiences
TV as a "women's work"



Text

Streeter/Wahl

"women's  work"
"the economic lifeblood of 
broadcasting, the creation 
of a form of property in 
the audience, depends on 
the naturalization, and thus 
exclusion from the 
category of production, of 
the labor, imagination, 
energy, and domestic 
arrangements that go into 
life on 'the other side of 
the paycheck.'"



Text

Streeter/Wahl

industrial 

"we give the audience
what it wants"

vs.  

"we sell audiences to
advertisers"

domestic 

"freedom in the 
marketplace"

vs.  

"freedom from the 
marketplace"



epistemes
 experience vs. cultural production

(Lewis)



Text

REPRESENTATION

delegation

reflection

vs.



"relevance" 

simulacral realismmimetic realism

"quality" TV



production texts reception

"adoring black female gaze... that 
could bring pleasure in the midst 
of negation"  - bell hooks



realisms
liveness and taste distinctions

(Levine)



“low” “high”

‣ feminine
‣ passive 
‣ commodity
‣ television
‣ lower class
‣ minority

‣ masculine
‣ interactive
‣ art
‣ cinema
‣ upper class
‣ white



"relevance" 

mimetic realism



tools for analysis
‣ Spiegel  

‣ Levine 

‣ Lewis


